
Foundation For Allen Schools Grant Application

Let's get to know you!

First Name Megan

Last Name McCain

Preferred name/name that you go by: Megan

Email Address megan.mccain@allenisd.org

Best phone number to reach you at: 19729084000

Campus Lindsey Elementary School

Grade(s) 2

I have co-applicants: No

Please provide your work-related Facebook contact
information. Not Answered

Please provide your work-related Twitter contact
information. Not Answered

Project Information

Name of Grant Greg Tang Math Games

Please select the MAIN curriculum area your grant
addresses. Math – Elementary

Does your grant have a technology component? No

Does your grant have a need or requirement that will
change, alter, or require any maintenance to Allen ISD

Properties?
No

Will other campuses be involved/impacted? No

Will other grades be involved/impacted? Yes

How many students will be involved in this grant? 150

Are there any additional funds available for this grant? No

Project Information Continued

What is the problem, need or opportunity that this grant
will address? Describe the impact of this project on your

students.

The problem is that many children memorize facts or
follow algorithms without having a true understanding of

how math works. Children need a progression of
concrete, pictorial, and abstract models to allow them to

have a strong foundation in number sense, problem-
solving, reasoning, and logical thinking. If they have

those foundations, it will allow them to be successful in
all areas of life not just math.
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How will the project or program be implemented?
Describe activities and tasks. Who is the target
population and in what ways will they benefit?

Greg Tang math centers are number games that span
Grades K-4. These are ready to play games that

provided challenging and fun games with no prep work.
Each activity targets an important strategy, skill or

standard, and provides hours of independent practice for
students at school or at home. Great for enrichment and
intervention activities. These games will give students
the practice they need in a fun and challenging way.

Provide a brief summary for use on the Foundation's
website and social media.

Greg Tang math games will provide all students the math
fact practice they need to build fluency in a fun and

challenging way. This will allow students to use their
foundation of math fact fluency to build on more complex

math skills.

Which Allen ISD goals/TEKS does this project support?
Please provide 2 examples.

2.4(A) recall basic facts to add and subtract within 20
with automaticity 2.2(A)* use concrete and pictorial
models to compose and decompose numbers up to
1,200 in more than one way as a sum of so many

thousands, hundreds, tens, and ones.

What specific measurements will be used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the project?

Through the use of informal assessments, daily work,
and quick checks with students, I will be able to see that
they can demonstrate number sense, fact fluency, and

strategic thinking skills.

What teaching methods will be used to implement this
project?

The games will be taught to small groups of students at a
time. After the students know how to play the games

without support, they will be implemented during small
groups for their intervention block and used during math
stations. The games have multiple levels within each one

and will be used to differentiate so all students will be
able to successfully play. These games will challenge

students and allow them to continue their growth of fact
fluency.

What is the project timeline and the date of
implementation?

Greg Tang math games come ready to play. Therefore, I
can immediately introduce them to students. Since there
is no prep time needed, it will allow students to get full

use and time for playing the games.

Explain how this idea or project enhances/supports Allen
ISD curriculum or existing systems.

Greg Tang is a well-known math education leader. His
methods were carefully designed and coded as a

ground-breaking set of tools that gives teachers and
students a better, more connected understanding of

math. These games are used in a fun and exciting way
that intrigues students to play and build on both

computational and problem-solving foundational skills.
When they don't think about their learning, it allows them
to begin using the strategy of mental math. The games in

the kit work on fact families, counting, multiple
representations, ten frames, place value, addition,

subtraction, along with composing and decomposing
numbers and equations.

Project Budget

Total Grant Budget Requested: 300.00

Project Budget Set Number 1

Item Type Instructional Supplies or Resources

List item to be purchased under item category: Math Powerpack
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Unit Cost 100.00

Quantity 3

Total cost of items in this category: 300.00

NGB

First
Name

Last
Name Email NGB Record Letter

Justin Spies justin.spies@allenisd.org RN238880 Name: Rec240428,
Status: Submitted

Click on the 'Edit' button to
replace this with your letter.

NGB Custom Questions and Answers

Rec240428

I certify that this would be a good use of funds for our
school and this grant supports the district goals and/or
our campus improvement plans. **Do NOT include any

identifiers, such as: campus name, your name, teacher's
name or mascot **

Approve

Please provide comments/feedback for the applicant: I love the idea of ready to use, HANDS ON, math
activities!

Almost done!

Not Available
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